A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR INTELLIGENCE

By: James Cox Ph.D.

There is no explicit holistic theory of intelligence encompassing all individual humans, their social groups, their machines, or the environmental data that is the “grease” for this Whole Earth system of systems. More problematic still is the fact that there is no accepted definition of intelligence that spans individual and collective human activity. Consequently, much of the discourse surrounding the government intelligence function, particularly as it relates to national security and defence activity, lacks intellectual profundity and thus contributes to practical paucity within the overall craft of intelligence. Believing that theories and definitions cannot simply be plucked out of thin air, this paper argues the necessity of first identifying the boundaries of an appropriate theoretical framework. It suggests a three dimensional theoretical framework that could be applied to the crafting of a credible definition of intelligence and the subsequent development of a sound comprehensive theory of intelligence.

INTRODUCTION

A number of eminent American, British and Canadian intelligence scholars participated in a workshop sponsored by the United States Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) and the RAND Corporation in 2005, to discuss how theories underlie intelligence work and how they might lead to better understanding of intelligence. The lead off session addressed the question: what is intelligence theory? Workshop participants generally agreed that a good definition is a prerequisite for sound theory, but beyond that there was no unanimous agreement on any of the definitions of intelligence discussed. Some argued that a workable theory should be applicable at all times in all contexts, but discussion of those contexts remained limited to the traditional boundaries of government and military intelligence activity. In the end, workshop participants were divided over whether a theory of intelligence could be developed, in any form, at all.
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Prior discussions of a theory of intelligence have identified two fundamental impediments to comprehensive and innovative discussion of this topic. There has been a reluctance on the part of academics to attend to “gray literature” or unindexed professional publications by intelligence practitioners. On the other hand there continues to be a modest disdain by practitioners of academics.

In 2009, Peter Gill, Stephen Marrin and Mark Phythian edited a very useful collection of essays by scholars involved in the debate about the role and utility of theory in intelligence studies. It provides a feast of interesting ideas, some of which explore notions of intelligence beyond the bounds of state activity. This appears to be the first totally academic and properly indexed discussion in the English language. No such discussion or debate can be found elsewhere in Canadian literature – so far.

Throughout much of Canadian academia, and across the federal government, there is no serious consideration of intelligence theory. Only the Canadian Armed Forces has developed and published a comprehensive intelligence doctrine. However, this doctrine recognizes nothing about intelligence beyond its doctrinal role and legislated boundaries. Other government departments exercise an intelligence function, but most have neither promulgated an explicit doctrine nor explored intelligence in any theoretical way. The Privy Council Office has established a pan-government intelligence training effort, but it too has no theoretical content.

Accordingly, motivated by the limited extent of Canadian intelligence doctrine and picking up from where the RAND workshop apparently left off, I argue that in order to develop an overarching theory of intelligence, it is necessary to first define a broad theoretical framework to house such a theory. This paper develops a three-dimensional theoretical framework, within which a holistic theory of intelligence can exist and evolve. The theoretical framework is interdisciplinary and multi-dimensional, going well beyond traditional boundaries of government and military perceptions of intelligence activity, to include recognition of the fundamental biological roots of human intelligence and encompass three principal domains of intelligence, each of which is supported by its own distinct literature and field research programs.

Research for this paper focused on primary and secondary literature in the fields of intelligence studies, artificial intelligence, anthropology, biology, business studies, history, neuroscience and psychology. Sources consulted can be considered as reasonably, but only, representative of the intelligence related material in each field. This was sufficient for the purpose of this paper, which is to determine the outline boundaries of a relevant theoretical framework. Significantly more in-depth research and analysis will be done as work on a universal definition and theory of intelligence proceeds.

This paper proceeds as follows. After this introduction, the next section establishes the premise that there is one fundamental form of intelligence and that therefore only one theoretical framework is required to house any overarching theory. A third section parses dictionary definitions of intelligence to identify three principal domains of intelligence that collectively occupy one dimension – the horizontal – of a theoretical framework. The three domains are
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further examined in sections four, five and six, wherein an additional dimension of depth is identified, consisting of conceptual components of intelligence. As well, a subsequent section draws attention to four levels of intelligence in the vertical plane. Graphical depictions of the theoretical framework are found in four appendices, to which readers may wish to refer as they follow this text. Concluding remarks review the material.

ONE FRAMEWORK
Most military and government intelligence practitioners seem not to be interested in theory. In particular, military practitioners demonstrate little interest, perhaps because theoretical study “does not appeal to the pragmatic nature of military professionals, who sometimes fail to see its relevance to their world of action and dismiss theoretical work as irrelevant academic pilpul.” Moreover, theoretical thinking is hard work. As observed by Samuel Huntington, understanding any phenomenon requires theory. Theory requires abstraction and abstraction requires the simplification and ordering of reality. Busy people have other things to do.

At a very practical level, theory – or an analytic conceptual framework for reflecting on all that we do – is how we ensure that we cover the full panorama of possibilities. “Monkey see monkey do” tends to perpetuate biases and limitations. True theory is a mirror for evaluating the degree to which practitioners are pursuing all possible inquiries, using all possible skills, to all possible ends.

So, the lack of a universally agreed comprehensive intelligence theory is problematic because sound theory is essential to a full understanding of any field of endeavour. Consider, for example, the field of medicine, composed as it is, of many sub-fields of specialization, all of which are ultimately joined in an overarching theory of medicine. Law is another field in which a variety of specializations are brought together under a broad theory of law. In this respect, the field of intelligence should be no different. If the practice of intelligence is to have any credible claim to professionalism and if intelligence studies hope to consolidate into a legitimate interdisciplinary field of study, there will have to be both an accepted definition and theory of intelligence upon which a wide body of intelligence knowledge can coalesce.

While conceptual intelligence may be rooted in human intelligence (HI), some wonder whether there is more than only one form of intelligence. A central debate persisting throughout much of the literature on psychology asks whether there is one general biological HI factor – termed g – or multiple intelligences, manifest in such distinct behaviours as solving mathematical problems, playing musical instruments, excelling at certain sports or solving intricate problems.

Military intelligence doctrine also claims to have identified a number of different intelligences, based on the sources of the information from which intelligence is derived. Thus *signals intelligence* (SIGINT) is derived from information collected from the global information grid; *imagery intelligence* (IMINT) results from the analysis of images captured by cameras mounted on vehicles, aircraft or satellites; and perhaps somewhat confusingly, we have *human intelligence* (HUMINT) derived from information provided by human agents and sources.

All these apparent forms of intelligence notwithstanding, there is only one fundamental form of intelligence, which in its essence, is the same as the root biological form of HI. One should not mistake adjectives for nouns. *Intelligence* is the noun. Any descriptor before the word *intelligence* is simply an adjective. No matter the source of information or character of the intelligence produced, all assessments share the common character of being a learned and reasoned expression of foresight for the purpose of enabling advantageous action.

The ability to learn, reason and act with advantage is the fundamental form of intelligence common to all ‘multiple’ intelligences. On examining claims of multiple forms of biological human intelligences more closely, it becomes apparent that the fundamental form of intelligence found in playing an oboe well, or scoring a hockey hat-trick, or solving the Sunday morning crossword puzzle in a quarter-hour, is not so much the distinct skill displayed, as it is the degree of learned and reasoned behaviour that has produced the capacity to perform in an advantageous manner. Gardner’s *multiple intelligences* might be more correctly seen as *skills* or *aptitudes*. Spearman’s *g* reflects the central notion that there is only one fundamental form of intelligence.

Given only one fundamental form of intelligence, rooted in the biological HI process, it is further suggested that there is a need for only one theoretical framework of intelligence, presuming it can be crafted sufficiently comprehensively to cover all manifestations of intelligence. Accordingly, this paper casts a wide net. The theoretical framework for intelligence developed here has three dimensions. The horizontal vector reflects the three principal domains of intelligence: HI; *collective intelligence* (CI); and *artificial intelligence* (AI). Levels of intelligence are stacked on the vertical vector, from the policy level (highest), through, the strategic and operational levels, to the tactical level (lowest). A third-dimensional depth vector displays six conceptual components of intelligence: environment, people, process, organization, product, and advantage – all of which are found in all three domains and all four levels.

There is an argument that prefers the term *machine intelligence* (MI) in lieu of AI, because MI encompasses machine augmentation of HI and CI and the independent machine learning and autonomous reasoning favored by the AI camp. I have chosen to retain the AI concept in this paper because I think it is a more useful abstraction at this point. This does not take away from the idea of MI, but that is perhaps a discussion for a subsequent paper.

All this material covers a significant amount of interdisciplinary ground. Nonetheless, before intellectually ranging far and wide, we should begin with a focused dissection of the term intelligence itself, in order to recognize working domains of intelligence that comprise the first dimension of intelligence of a theoretical framework.
FIRST DIMENSION OF A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK – INTELLIGENCE DOMAINS

Parsing intelligence
The notion of intelligence began life as one idea, but over time seems to have acquired a number of pseudo-identities (e.g. emotional intelligence, social intelligence, swarm intelligence, military intelligence, criminal intelligence, security intelligence, competitive intelligence, and business intelligence, to name only a few). These different costumes, while enabling significant *intradisciplinary* study, have hindered comprehensive and cohesive academic investigation of intelligence as a single, *interdisciplinary* phenomenon. Accordingly, rather than continue the traditional habit of exploring various perceived forms of intelligence independently, this paper examines intelligence as a single entity, based on components that operate in fundamentally consistent ways in different domains and at different levels, to produce essentially identical products.

The etymology of intelligence reveals the first, original notion of intelligence was that of the biological human intelligence function.⁹ Indeed, literature related to the history and development of human intelligence goes back to Plato (*circa* 428-348 B.C.).¹⁰ Beyond the fact that intelligence comes from the Latin verb *intelligere*, to understand, there is no universal agreement on a more contemporary or comprehensive definition of intelligence. Nonetheless, today’s dictionaries provide a convenient, if not entirely adequate, start point. An example of a common dictionary definition defines “intelligence” as:

1. The faculty of understanding; intellect. 2. Understanding as a quality of admitting degree; spec. superior understanding; quickness of mental apprehension, sagacity. … 3.a. the action or fact of mentally apprehending something; understanding, knowledge, cognizance, comprehension (*of* something). [author’s spacing]
   … 5.b. esp. applied to the communication of spies, secret or private agents, etc. … 7.a. Knowledge as to events, communicated by or obtained from another; information, news, tidings; spec information of military value. … c. the obtaining of information; the agency for obtaining secret information; the staff of persons so employed, secret service. … d. Comb. (sense 7c) *intelligence agency, corps, officer, operator, service, intelligence department, a department of state organization or of a military or naval service whose object is to obtain information (esp. by means of secret service officers or a system of spies) …*¹¹

---


And a more recent example:

The ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills: *an eminent man of great intelligence; they underestimated her intelligence* … A person or being with the ability to acquire and apply knowledge: *extraterrestrial intelligences* …

The collection of information of military or political value: *the chief of military intelligence; the intelligence department* … People employed in the collection of military or political information: *French intelligence has been able to secure numerous local informers* … Military or political information: *the gathering of intelligence* …

Note the eventual and typical bifurcated nature of these definitions, featuring both a context of human intellect and a context of physical information products produced by people, traditionally in government and military organizations. Here, two principal domains of intelligence are apparent. First, as argued earlier, the root notion of intelligence, from which all other notions of intelligence are derived, is that of biological HI, the first principal domain of intelligence.

*Collective intelligence* (CI) is the second principal domain of intelligence. If we follow the natural human inclination to socialize, when forming purposeful social organizations like governments and armies, humans generate a collective intelligence effort that attempts to replicate the individual HI effort in a social group. David Kahn, a noted American historian of cryptology, has claimed, “the roots of intelligence are biological,” and that at its most fundamental level, intelligence is essential to survival, but that the human need to hunt and flee predators has driven our intelligence to higher levels of significance. He goes on to suggest that the idea of intelligence ranges from neural sciences to international politics, anchored in at least two fields – individual human intelligence and purposeful social organizations like armies and governments.

There is another principal intelligence domain not seen in modern dictionary definitions of intelligence. Just as one can follow an intellectual path from HI to CI, there is another separate path from HI to AI, on the route to cognitive and computer sciences. Here, humans seek ways to make their lives easier by providing intelligence to machines and robots so they can do increasingly complicated work. The ultimate goal of the AI effort is to develop computer programs that can solve problems and achieve goals in the world as well as, or better than, humans can.

---

However, while AI research seeks to understand how the human brain works and how it might be replicated in computers, there is another important issue not addressed by common definitions of intelligence. We know the brain generates behaviour, but what is it that makes the brain produce a particular behaviour in a particular way? Or does the brain produce behaviour at all?

Contemplating the source of intelligence
One contentious view suggests the existence of a non-material mind being separate from the physical brain, producing a debate that has become an important in HI studies.\(^{15}\) The philosophical position that a person’s mind, or psyche, is responsible for behaviour is called mentalism, meaning “of the mind.” Aristotle thought the non-material psyche was responsible for human thoughts, perceptions, and emotions and for such processes as imagination, opinion, desire, pleasure, pain, memory, and reason. In time, Charles Darwin’s scientific theory of natural selection produced another view called materialism – the idea that rational behaviour can be fully explained by the workings of the brain and the nervous system, without any need to refer to an immaterial mind.\(^{16}\) This view has been influential in guiding contemporary research and evidence supporting this idea gained the status of a theory – the brain theory – as presented by Canadian psychologist Donald O. Hebb (1904-1985), Chair of the Department of Psychology at McGill University, in 1949:

Modern psychology takes completely for granted that behavior and function are perfectly correlated, that one is completely caused by the other. There is no separate soul or life force to stick a finger into the brain now and then and make neural cells do what they would not otherwise.\(^{17}\)

However, this latter position has recently been challenged by Mario Beauregard, an Associate Research Professor in the Department of Psychology and Radiology and the Neuroscience Research Centre at the University of Montreal:

The brain can be weighed, measured, scanned, dissected, and studied. The mind that we conceive to be generated by the brain, however, remains a mystery. It has no mass, no volume, and no shape, and it cannot be measured in space and time. Yet it is as real as neurons, neurotransmitters, and synaptic junctions. It is also very powerful.\(^{18}\)

It is important to consider the concept of a mind here because, as will be seen in later sections, there are important issues of environment that influence the nature and function of intelligence in all domains. While the debate over the primacy of brain or mind in determining behaviour may be well known and developed in the HI fields of neuroscience and psychology, there has been no equivalent recognition or exploration of associated ideas, in either quality or extent, in the CI

---


domain. Interesting questions arise when considering organizational policy-makers or decision-makers as being the equivalent of a mind, and subordinate executives, headquarters, operations or intelligence staffs as the brain. Can either really exist independent of the other? Can either be effective without the other? This paper does not attempt to answer these questions, but it does recognize the existence of the brain-mind conundrum and insists it must be catered for somewhere a theoretical framework for intelligence.

Regarding that framework, to this point then, our clinical examination has revealed three principal domains of intelligence – HI, CI and AI. These three domains comprise the initial horizontal dimension of a theoretical framework for intelligence, and are depicted graphically in Appendix 1. It is time to move on to the second dimension.

SECOND DIMENSION OF A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK – CONCEPTUAL COMPONENTS OF INTELLIGENCE

Four initial components of intelligence
Another close look at the dictionary definitions of intelligence reveals at least four conceptual components, which collectively can be considered a second dimension of the theoretical framework for intelligence. The first component is people, either individually or collectively (HI or CI). Without people there would be no intelligence, human, collective or artificial. Second, there is process, either intellectual or physical, of acquiring, collating or producing information and intelligence. In HI, biological intelligence processes lead to advantageous behaviour. In CI group processes coordinate unit activity. Computer processes form the basis of AI. Then we see organization as a conceptual component – individual or social – that houses process. The brain is an ‘organization’ of biological parts. Social groups are ‘organized’ to achieve some end. The fourth conceptual component is a product, the desired end result of HI, CI or AI intelligence processes.

While these four components can be found in all three domains of intelligence, they appear in very different forms. In the HI domain, the people and process components are self-evident. Organization too is self-evident in CI, but in HI, it is found, for example, in the neural structures involved in connecting the brain and central nervous system.

Surprisingly, the product component is not consistently developed in field literature. HI literature appropriately discusses the application of reason to biological impulses to produce behaviour, the ultimate point of which is to satisfy original life-impulses. However, the product component is not an enabler for just any behaviour, its point is to enable decidedly advantageous behaviour. This idea is somewhat captured in the CI literature, but not consistently. Within CI, organizational intelligence (OI) literature speaks of “achieving goals,” “successfully adapting to the commercial environment,” or “acting effectively,” but does so in a manner that seems more directional than functional. If goal-oriented behaviour is not advantageous, it will not be effective in satisfying the impulses that generated the behaviour. The same issue exists in the AI literature, which talks extensively about learning, adapting and acting, but says little about enabling advantage.
So, from a simple dictionary definition we can see that overall the intelligence function is composed of at least four conceptual components – people, process, organization, and product – which when added as a depth dimension to each domain of intelligence, provides an early hint of an emerging theoretical framework for intelligence, as shown in Appendix 2.

In future, when developed and presented for general agreement, any definition and holistic theory of intelligence might be expected to be true anywhere within and throughout this framework.

A closer examination of the three domains and four components provides further insight into the structure of the theoretical framework. The sections that follow discover two additional components and identify a vertical plane of at least four levels.

**Biological Human Intelligence – the centrality of advantage and environment**

HI research seeks to understand links between the brain and intelligent behaviour. There is a rich and mature body of literature dealing with HI. An early twentieth century idea of HI was offered by Louis Leon Thurston, an eminent American psychologist who wrote *The Nature of Intelligence* in 1924. Thurston based his views of HI on the premise that all behaviour originates in an actor (her)himself, as opposed to being generated by the environment. He identifies self-preservation and self-contentment as the two fundamental life-impulses, which all behaviour aims to satisfy. Every entity in its elementary and natural state has instinctual life-impulses for self-preservation, to protect itself from predators or other pathologies, and to seek nourishment. The environment has a secondary, but shaping, impact on thought and behaviour. Intelligence is the capacity to satisfy these life-impulses effectively and efficiently by producing behaviour that adapts to the environment and gains advantage in achieving satisfaction. The essence of Thurston’s view of intelligence involves learning from experience in a way that enhances the entity’s ability to adapt to the environment and act advantageously.

The idea of adapting to the environment runs through virtually all of the literature on HI. In fact, it is essentially the story of mankind, as explained in Darwin’s theory of natural selection. However, not just any old adaptation will do. Species that have survived over time...

---
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have adapted in a manner that provided them with advantage in their environment and over competitors. It is also important to note that, no matter the species, adaptation occurred in a *contested* environment filled with life-threatening conditions, events and predators. This stands to reason because if a benign environment offered to no challenge to life-impulses, there would be no need to adapt. Humans have always had to fend their way through life, adapting to act with advantage within the contested environment of nature. So prominent are the ideas of adaptation within a contested environment and of advantageous behaviour throughout studies of HI, they can be considered as two additional components of intelligence, extending the depth axis of the theoretical framework for intelligence, alongside people, process, organization and product. Appendix 3 offers a graphical representation of the enhanced theoretical framework.

Recognizing the fundamental nature of HI is just the first step in coming to grips with a workable theoretical framework for intelligence. Throughout the history of humankind, intelligence followed the human urge for social interaction and the formation of purposeful groups, producing what is generally referred to as *collective intelligence* (CI). In fact, one researcher believes that humans should first be viewed as social animals and only secondarily as individuals, and that therefore important parts of HI could reside in network properties.\(^\text{24}\) The next section examines CI more closely.

**COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE**

The concept of CI as “noosphere” originated with Pierre Teilhard de Chardin in his 1922 work *Cosmogenesis*, which presented all human brains as an ethereal aggregate, all connected, all working together. An alternative concept of the World Brain emerged in 1936 and was rooted in the idea of a universal encyclopedia in which all that could be known was accessible by all. In modern times a synthesis of the two concepts can be found in the idea of CI, which continues to carry the burden of huge expectations, fed by anticipation of a *Global Brain*.\(^\text{25}\) Collaboration made possible by the Internet and social media feed the hype. True to form, there are different definitions of CI in use. Lévy suggests it is a “form of universal collaboration and competition of many individuals.”\(^\text{26}\) Woolley and Fuchs see it as “the general ability of a group to perform a wide variety of tasks.”\(^\text{27}\) Tom Atlee, the foremost American on this topic and founder of the Co-Intelligence Institute, see open human sharing as the path to extreme democracy rooted in public wisdom.\(^\text{28}\)

Here I borrow from a recent literature review on collective intelligence in humans by Juho Salminen, which identifies three levels of abstraction in the domain of CI – the micro-level;
the macro-level; and the level of emergence. The micro-level consists of interest in the enabling factors of humans, whereby collective intelligence is seen as a combination of psychological, cognitive and behavioural elements. At the macro-level, dealing with the output of collective systems, collective intelligence becomes a statistical phenomenon, as seen in “the wisdom of crowds” effect, where, under certain conditions, large groups can achieve better results than any single individual in the group. Lying between the micro- and macro- levels is the level of emergence, related to the question of how system behaviour on the macro-level emerges from interactions of individuals at the micro-level. It examines how local interactions can evolve into global patterns.

Spanning these three levels of abstraction I detect at least two sub-notions of collective intelligence. First, there is swarm intelligence (Si), which features a group “solution to a cognitive problem in a way that cannot be implemented by isolated individuals.” Swarm intelligence is generally used throughout the field literature to denote the collective behaviour of groups of cognitively simple agents such as insects, robots and simulation algorithms, reserving the term collective intelligence for groups of agents with high cognitive capabilities – e.g. humans. This distinction would seem to equate collective and swarm intelligence as two equivalent domains, but if we consider swarm intelligence as a ‘dumbed-down’ version of collective intelligence, it is then reasonably seen as a sub-domain.

Second, if the idea of a ‘dumbed-down’ sub-domain is accepted, it follows that there could be another ‘smartened-up’ sub-domain, where group intelligence is purposefully enhanced to the degree that it works toward, not just the natural common interests of a social group, but to determined and focused objectives of a group leader. Such a sub-domain is known as organizational intelligence (Oi) and it is particularly important to any study of government or military intelligence practices.

Organizational Intelligence

What is important … is that the direction and effectiveness of policy – reasonable standards for judging the performance of administrative leaders – are in some degree affected by the quality of intelligence and its flow from the source to the user. A man who knows is alert to more opportunities and consequences. And an executive who understands the problem of intelligence, who grasps the limitations and contributions of men of knowledge, is more likely to temper power with wisdom.
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Oi is found in directed social organizations such as governments, security establishments, military forces, and increasingly, in the corporate sector. Early study of Oi was championed by Harold L. Wilensky, in his 1967 book *Organizational Intelligence: Knowledge and Policy in Government and Industry*, in which he aimed to “provide a perspective for the study of problems in the organization of the intelligence function common to all complex social systems.” Oi, according to Wilensky, “denotes the information – questions, insights, hypotheses, evidence – relevant to policy. It includes both scientific knowledge and political or ideological information, scientific or not” and must be clear, timely, reliable, valid, adequate and wide-ranging, traits not unknown to government and military practitioners. Later, Halal defined Oi as “the capacity of an organization to create knowledge and use it to strategically adapt to its environment.” However it may be defined, Oi is simply man’s attempt to replicate the HI process in a social group.

A key difference between Si and Oi is that the first strives to make the most of aggregated brains in the moment, while the second strives to create an enduring whole greater than the sum of the parts. Si focuses many minds on a single issue at a point in time; Oi creates a intelligence greater than any individual intelligence, and lives on beyond the swarm that created it.

This brief review of CI and its Oi sub-domain serves to confirm the presence of now six conceptual components of intelligence throughout the domain. Moreover, it shows that the environment component is not benign. Particularly in the Oi sub-domain, national security organizations, militaries and corporations must function in a contested environment, challenged by natural or human (organizational) adversaries of some sort. However, it might be noted that the contested nature of the environment is usually, in some way, a product of a certain direction and agenda of the social group in question. One need not have adversaries if one is not intent on acting a certain way, or coveting a particular thing. Life is neither passive nor benign and Darwin’s notion of natural selection applies as much to collectives as it does to individuals.

Since the mid-twentieth century, concurrent with the modernization of human organizations, there has been a fascinating eruption of interest in the replication of HI in computers and machines, a field of study that has come to include examination of a variety of cognitive forms. Philosophically, one wonders if it is possible, or even right, to hope machines will someday act as intelligently, or more intelligently than humans. Nevertheless, the march of artificial intelligence is proceeding briskly.

**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE**
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As humans moved along the HI-CI continuum, some attempted to (relatively recently) augment or replicate HI capabilities and performance in machines. The idea was founded on the claim that a central property of HI – the sapience of *homo sapiens* – could be enhanced and ultimately simulated by a machine. The ultimate goal is to develop computer programs that can solve problems and achieve goals in the world as well as humans.\(^ {38}\)

Somewhat neglected is the argument that no machines exist – or are likely to exist in our lifetime – that are capable of ingesting, processing, and making sense of all data in all languages and mediums in real time or even over centuries. Most data are not digital, and for all the data that are digital, there is a low probability of achieving what is called exascale processing power, in our lifetime.

Nonetheless, research has resulted in the development of the computer and the field of AI, a term coined in 1955 by John McCarthy, who described it this way: On the one hand, we can learn something about how to make machines solve problems by observing other people or just by observing our own methods. On the other hand, most work in AI involves studying the problems the world presents to intelligence rather than studying people or animals.\(^ {39}\)

The field of AI is a branch of computer science that has also been defined as “the study and design of intelligent agents,” where an intelligent agent is a system that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize its chances of success.\(^ {40}\) AI research addresses the fields of reasoning, knowledge, planning, learning, communication, perception and the ability to move and manipulate objects.\(^ {41}\) Given this focus on human cognition, AI research eventually led to the development of an even broader field of *cognitive science*, the interdisciplinary scientific study of the mind and its processes, which incorporates many research disciplines, including anthropology, artificial intelligence, linguistics, neuroscience and psychology.\(^ {42}\)

Can we say that the domain of AI includes all six components of intelligence, as they have been found in the HI and CI domains? I think so. Considering that AI’s *raison d’être* is to serve humans as they are served by HI, and that AI aims to replicate HI in machines and computers, it follows that complete replication would involve all six components of intelligence, as they are found in HI and CI.


\(^{39}\) Ibid.


We have now arrived at relatively complete horizontal (three domains – HI, CI, and AI) and depth planes (six components – environment, people, process, organization, product, advantage) of a theoretical framework for intelligence, which is shown at Appendix 3. While this enhanced framework begins to show the true extent of the concept of intelligence, there is yet more to do. The horizontal plane of intelligence domains is clear enough and the depth vector is clearly populated by the conceptual components of intelligence. A third dimension – the vertical plane – remains to be examined, a task taken up in the next section.

LEVELS OF INTELLIGENCE
A brief examination of each of the three principal domains of intelligence reveals a hierarchy of discreet elements, many of which can be considered levels of study. Given the time and space available, I have intentionally generalized (and maybe oversimplified) the characterization of various levels presented here. HI and AI scholars do not usually think of their areas of research in a hierarchical fashion, but work in both fields might at least be viewed as extending from micro- to macro-level subjects. A full examination of relevant levels of study would produce much more granular descriptions and perhaps more differentiated levels than are offered here. However, I do think the four overall levels identified in this section are correct and sufficient for initial study.

HI is an important concern in the fields of neuroscience and psychology. Neuroscience considers the macro-level combination of brain and behaviour – how does an organ (brain) generate activity (behaviour). ‘Below’ this level, the central nervous system is studied, then the constituent parts of the central nervous system down to the level of microscopic synapses. This all leads to an examination of how these processes are translated into bodily action. Complicating all this is the question of the mind and whether it is hierarchically senior to either the neocortex or brain. Whatever the answer, the fact remains that HI, in neuroscience, can be seen as being studied on at least four levels – mind, brain, central nervous system, and resulting behaviour.

In psychology too, there are different levels of HI study, although not necessarily hierarchical. Study of the mind and its impact on behaviour might be one level. Separate study of the brain as a source of Thurston’s life-impulses could be another level. HI can also be studied as an overall process, functioning throughout the central nervous system in what Thurston referred to as the [complete] psychological act – impulse, awareness, perception, reason, decision, behaviour, evaluation, satisfaction. Finally, the study of consequent behaviour itself may be a downstream level. While accepting that more work needs to be done in this area, I have chosen, for purposes of this paper, to ‘stack’ these levels on a vertical plane, as part of our evolving theoretical framework, and identified them, as in the preceding paragraph, from higher to lower as mind, brain, central nervous system, and behaviour.

CI and Oi lend themselves more easily to levels of study. Earlier it was noted that Salminen identified three levels of abstraction in the Oi literature – macro-level (the group), micro-level (the individual as a member of the group), and level of emergence (an inclination to
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act as a group). The range of these levels encompasses equivalent levels of modern government, military and corporate activity. Western democratic governments and their military establishments, at least from the time of the Treaty of Westphalia (1648), have acted generally on three levels: at the policy level where policy is decided by legitimate political authorities, who identify desired political objectives; at the strategic level where Ministers and Generals develop military strategy to meet related strategic objectives derived from political objectives; and at the tactical level, where engagements or other ground-level activities are carried out in accordance with strategic direction. In the nineteenth century, an operational level of warfare was developed and later, after being formalized by the Soviet Union in the twentieth century, was embedded in the military doctrines of NATO nations, to coordinate all tactical activity within a campaign plan. So, here too, we can perceive four general levels of intelligence study, listed from higher to lower as policy, strategic, operational, and tactical.

A similar hierarchical arrangement is found in the commercial corporate context, perhaps not surprisingly because modern production methods and systems had their origins in military practices. Consistent with the work of Drucker, Porter, Fahey and Fuld, corporate organizations operate at the enterprise/market, business/profit centre, and sales/transaction levels, which roughly equate to the strategic, operational and tactical levels, outlined above. Corporate leadership is also routinely engaged in ‘visioning’ that results in corporate policy and guidance. The various equivalent levels of CI intelligence are most clearly seen in OI and can be identified as, from higher to lower, policy, market, profit centre, and sales.

There are different levels of study in AI too. However, while they are less clearly matched to CI/OI terminology, they do have a ‘higher-to-lower’ character. AI research calls on systems thinking, which (from ‘higher’ to ‘lower’) comprises study the purpose of a system as a whole; the study of component parts of the system, including their inputs and outputs; followed by study of processes within each of those components, influenced by inputs and resulting outputs. Finally, as in other domains of intelligence, we arrive at the level of behaviour, action, or, in the case of computers and robots, output and product. These levels can be seen as rough equivalents to policy, strategic, operational and tactical levels.

Although described here in outline only, the point has been made that all domains of intelligence invite different levels of study, from the higher, enterprise or system level, down through major component, function and activity levels. For convenience and simplicity, I have chosen to adopt the OI (government and military) terms of policy, strategic, operational and tactical to represent four levels of intelligence that can now be added to complete the theoretical framework, by providing a third dimension in the vertical plane, as presented in Appendix 4.

CONCLUSION
Motivated by a traditionally limited view of intelligence in government and military organizations, and a consequent lack of consistent intellectual depth across fields of intelligence studies, this paper recognizes the absence of a universally agreed definition and holistic theory of intelligence. However, before tackling the challenge of crafting a definition and subsequently creating a theory of intelligence, it has argued that it is first necessary to establish the boundaries of a sound theoretical framework, within which any such definition or theory could reside. The paper develops an interdisciplinary three-dimensional theoretical framework that could be used to guide work on creating a credible definition of intelligence and the subsequent creation of an academically sound comprehensive theory of intelligence. The theoretical framework provided here recognizes the fundamental biological roots of human intelligence. It features three principal domains of intelligence in the horizontal plane, six conceptual components of intelligence in the depth plane, and four general levels of intelligence in the vertical plane. The complete three-dimensional theoretical framework for intelligence developed here can now be used as the field boundaries, in any academic field, for the study of intelligence, especially the development of an agreed definition and a sound theory. Any definition or holistic theory of intelligence that may be developed should expect to be true and relevant anywhere within and throughout this framework.
APPENDIX 1

to *A Theoretical Framework for Intelligence*

Three principal domains of intelligence comprising the horizontal axis of a theoretical framework for intelligence
APPENDIX 2

to *A Theoretical Framework for Intelligence*

Three principal domains and four conceptual components of intelligence comprising the horizontal and depth planes of a theoretical framework for intelligence.
APPENDIX 3
to *A Theoretical Framework for Intelligence*

Three principal domains and six conceptual components of intelligence comprising the complete horizontal and depth planes of a theoretical framework for intelligence
A theoretical framework for intelligence comprising: in the horizontal plane, three principal domains of intelligence - HI, CI, and AI; in the depth plane, six conceptual components of intelligence – environment, people, process, organization, product and advantage; and in the vertical plane, four levels of intelligence – policy, strategic, operational, and tactical.
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